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Implementing a PLC
PLC—
—
From Theory to Practice:
How One High School Made It Happen
Dr. Luis F. Cruz
Solution Tree Associate
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Home of the Braves

“School culture is the set of norms,
values, and beliefs, rituals and
ceremonies, symbols and stories that
make up the ‘persona’
persona of the school.
school ”
—Deal & Peterson, 2002
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“Healthy” School Culture
“Educators have an unwavering belief
in the ability of all of their students to
achieve success, and they pass that belief
on to others
h in
i overt and
d covert ways.
Educators create policies and procedures
and adopt practices that support their
belief in the ability of every student.”
—Peterson, “Is Your School Culture Toxic or Positive?”
Education World (2002)

“Toxic” School Culture
“Educators believe that student success is based
upon a student’s level of concern, attentiveness,
prior knowledge, and willingness to comply with
the demands of the school,
school and they articulate
that belief in overt and covert ways. Educators
create policies and procedures and adopt
practices that support their belief in the
impossibility of universal achievement.”
—Peterson, “Is Your School Culture Toxic or Positive?”
Education World (2002)

A Healthy School
Culture at BPHS
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What is a PLC?
“We define a Professional Learning Community as
educators committed to working collaboratively in ongoing
processes of collective inquiry and action research to achieve
better results for the students they serve. Professional
Learning Communities operate under the assumption that
the key to improve learning for students is continuous,
job--embedded learning for educators
job
educators””
(Dufour, Dufour, Eaker, & Many, 2006)

What is a PLC?
“We define a Professional Learning Community as
educators committed to working collaboratively in ongoing
processes of collective inquiry and action research to achieve
better results for the students they serve. Professional
Learning Communities operate under the assumption that
the key to improve learning for students is continuous,
job--embedded learning for educators”
job
educators”
(Dufour, Dufour, Eaker, & Many, 2006)

Professional Learning Communities
Characteristics:
• Shared mission
• SMART goals
• Collaboration
C ll b ti
• Intervention
• Collective inquiry
• Collective celebration
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#1
We developed a collective
purpose
p
p
for existingg …
A mission statement that
influenced our collective behavior

BPHS Mission Statement 2005: An Unclear Focus
Baldwin Park High School endeavors to prepare students for the 21st century
who will be persons of competence, conscience, and compassion. As a high
school, Baldwin Park aims to accomplish this goal in the context of a
multicultural, urban community dedicated to learning and service.
Under the direction of the board of education, the district office, and members
off the
th community,
it Baldwin
B ld i Park
P k High
Hi h School
S h l will
ill aim
i tto collaborate
ll b t with
ith those
th
who share the same educational values. This community maintains an
atmosphere in which there is mutual development of all concerned as fully
human persons. As Baldwin Park celebrates 54 years of service to the Baldwin
Park community, our philosophy is focused for us by one of our seniors in an
address to the entire school:
“We remember our past with pride and look to our future with expectation.
Creating ‘men and women for others’ is the driving force behind all that we do
at Baldwin Park High School. This is what has been handed down to us, and this
is what we commit ourselves to hand on to those who come after us.”
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All means all
all..

Highly skilled and proficient

“To graduate all students with high levels
of academic and personal achievement,
ready
d ffor post‐
post‐secondary
d
excellence
ll
through research‐
research‐based instruction and a
collaborative system of support.”
College or job

Responsible
We’re all in this together.

#2
We developed schoolwide
SMART goals and held ourselves
accountable to them.
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SMART Goals

S Specific
M Measurable
A Attainable
Results‐‐oriented
R Results
T Time
Time‐‐bound

Baldwin Park High School
SMART Goals
1. 80% or more of all 9th grade students will end the
year credit current.
2. 80% or more of all 10th grade students will pass
the CAHSEE with a score of 380.
3. 40% or more of all 11th and 12th grade students
will graduate with their A–G requirements.
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#3
We learned and practiced the
difference between collaboration
and coblaboration.

Collaboration
Collaboration
vs.
Coblab
Co
blaboration
oration
A process by which members of a team
work interdependently to achieve a
common goal.

Teacher Collaboration (BPHS)
Thursday same‐
subject meetings
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California Standards Test 2009
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2009 BPHS CST Results
60%

Below Basic
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Baldwin Park High School
CST Scores Proficiency Growth 2005–2011
Percentage Proficient and Above
Year

Language
Arts

Math

Science

CST Life
Science

Social
Science

2005–06

22

7

12

20

21

2006–07

24

8

16

10

20

2007–08

25

5

15

23

20

2008–09

26.2

9.5

20.5

26.3

30.3

2009–2010

31.2

11.8

27.4

28.8

40.1

2010–2011

35.1

11.8

27.4

44.2

45.4

“First, get the right
people on the bus,
then figure out where
to drive the bus.”
—Collins, Good to Great: Why Some
Companies Make the Leap … and
Others Don’t (2001)
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English Learner Taskforce

Dr. Luis Cruz, principal
and administrator
for EL programs

Rosa Diaz‐Avery,
EL coordinator

Jesus Gutierrez,
ELD teacher

Diana Ruvira,
school–community
liaison

Diana Chavez,
counselor

Amelia Ramirez,
ELAC and DELAC
representative

Dr. Alejandro Segura‐
Mora, EL achievement
consultant

Cynthia Muniz,
EL 1–3 counselor

EL Taskforce SMART Goals
1. Increase EL performance on standardized
ELA exams from 8.3% to 20% proficiency
byy the end of the 2007–2008 school yyear.
2. Increase EL proficient and above levels on
CELDT by 10% each year beginning with
2007–2008.
3. To increase EL reclassification rates by 5%
each year beginning with 2007–2008.

EL Population Data
At or Above Proficient on ELA
2006–2007

2007–2008

2008–2009

8.3%

25.4%

28.3%

CELDT Early
l Advanced
d
d and
d Advanced
d
d
2006–2007

2007–2008

2008–2009

20%

35%

40%

Reclassification
2006–2007

2007–2008

2008–2009

0%

1.8%

24.9%
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BPHS Closing the Achievement Gap

(28.3% = BPHS)

(8.3% = BPHS)
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Attendance Task Force

Baldwin Park HS Taskforces

CAHSEE Taskforce

Attendance Taskforce

Dual Language Taskforce

Writing Across
the Curriculum

EL Taskforce
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Student Collaboration (BPHS)
Student voices committee:
• Characteristics of effective
t h
teachers
• Improving the physical
education department
• Stopping student truancies
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Student Collaboration (BPHS)
• Time in class is spent on learning
and helping students catch up.
• Update grades quickly.
• Do not move on in lessons until
every student understands.
• Do different activities to make
the lesson interesting/creative.
• Maintain a good relationship between the student and
the teacher.
• Teachers must have passion for their jobs.
• Teachers encourage students to perform better in class.

Student Collaboration (BPHS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make classes fun yet serious, interesting but relaxed.
Teach at a steady pace.
Be neat and organized.
Communicate clearly.
Have p
patience.
Be prepared.
Give your undivided attention.
Show you care.

#4
We learned the importance of
intervention for students.
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Intervention Coordinator
`

Chris Silvas
Intervention Coordinator
(2007–2010)

Shanna Egans
IIntervention
t
ti Coordinator
C di t
(2010–Present)

Under the direction of the principal or his designee, the
intervention coordinator (IC) organizes all activities related
to the schoolwide effort to identify under‐supported
students who are not meeting academic standards and
expectations. Once identified, the IC facilitates the
implementation of collective plans to create systematic
responses that provide all students the tools necessary to
meet or exceed academic proficiency in all areas.

BPHS
Pyramid of Intervention
Critical intervention
panel is made up of
STEP 6 —Critical intervention panel
various campus
STEP 5—Administrator
members and will
conference w/ family
investigate all aspects
of poor performance. STEP 4—Counselor conference w/ parent
It can continue to
to revisit intervention plan and take
monitor, assign an
additional steps; includes directive actions
SOS mentor, or make STEP 3—Teacher conference with parent
a recommendation for to create intervention plan for the class;
alternate placement
should review student conference and
with parent feedback.
suggest new changes to respond

Strategy envisions
that increasing levels
of directive response
are necessary only as
previous steps are
ineffective.
Administrators,
t h
teachers,
and
d
counselors are all
involved at various
levels to respond.

STEP 2—Teacher conference with student to get commitments for
change in the class; teacher should state reasons for poor performance
and suggest changes to make improvement in progress
STEP 1—Teacher posts grades at least every three weeks to inform
students about progress; teacher should speak directly to students who
are not meeting our academic expectations
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Level 1
SST, 504 plan, credit recovery, initiate intervention,
process for one or more F’s (action research),
greater frequency of progress monitoring,
mandated vs. invited interventions
Level 2
CAHSEE boot camp, reading intensive guided study course, Cyber High School/
Titan Tech, peer pals mentors for identified students, parent/Teacher/Counselor
referred SSTs, initiate intervention process for one or more F’s,
academic interventions by teacher leaders, counselors and administrators
Level 1
ELD courses, parent–teacher conferences, smaller learning communities, connected messages
to parents, California standards‐based instruction, same‐subject teacher meetings (data
analysis), identify F students and discuss why students are experiencing difficulty, differentiated
instruction and interventions to meet needs of students, progress monitoring of learning
through multiple formative assessments, teacher monitors all students’ grade progress and
provides feedback every three weeks, teacher identifies students who are not passing or at risk
of failure based on monitored progress; online gradebook available for parents/students to keep
accurate accounts of classroom progress, after‐school tutoring program: general tutoring center,
math tutoring center, and CAHSEE center

BPHS Interventions During the Day
Guided Study Course
Purpose: To identify 8th graders who need more
specialized progress monitoring and academic
support during their first year of high school to
ensure academic success.

Guided Studies: Is It Working?
2009–2010

2010–2011

Credits Earned

10 credits
9%

55 credits
3%
60
5 credits credits
9%
0%

10 Credits, 3%

50 credits
10%

0 Credits,
2%

15 Credits, 11%
45 credits
10%

15 credits
8%

40 credits
13%

20 credits
10%
35 credits
12%
25 credits
7%

Credits Earned
5 Credits, 3%

30 Credits,
39%

20 Credits,
15%
25 Credits,
22%

30 credits
9%
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#5
We learned to measure our success
through the BPHS
“green, yellow, red” prism.
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#6
We learned the importance of
collective celebrations.

Collective Celebrations

Fulfilling the
p
with
inner spirit
a sense of
accomplishment
via celebrations.
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Vision
To be a nationally renowned high
school whose graduates positively
impact the global community and are
ready for success at top institutions of
higher learning
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Dr. Douglas Reeves
Implementation Gap

“For years researchers and
practitioners in education have
developed proven methods to
close the achievement gap.
Unfortunately, it is the inability
of schools to implement these
practices that negatively affects
student achievement.”

Did you come prepared to save lives today?
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Muchas Gracias!

To schedule professional
development at your site,
contact Dr. Luis F. Cruz at
lcruz@newfrontier21.com.
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